PRESS RELEASE

MICROÏDS UNVEILS NEW PRELIMINARY
ARTWORKS FROM "SYBERIA 3"
Montreuil, xx xx 2014. Today, to celebrate the first release of "Syberia" on Mac, Microïds shares with
the saga fans a few unpublished pictures of "Syberia 3" work in progress.
"Syberia 3"’s visual universe keeps developing thanks to the graphic talent of its art director, Benoit
Sokal ("The Amerzone", "Canardo", "Kraa"…). Working along with Microïds allowed the creation of one
of the most famous series for adventure game players. This new cooperation is about to have them
relive an unforgettable moment. Until then, all the team is happy to share new artworks representing the
discovery of the Youkol camp by Kate Walker, the saga’s symbolic heroin.

Elliot Grassiano, VP at Microïds explains: “as we keep having a new audience discover the unique
universe of "Syberia" through adaptations on mobiles, tablets, today Mac and soon PS3 and Xbox
360, we progress in the creation of the third episode of Kate Walker’s adventures. We are also
striving to take the series beyond the
only video game universe and hope to
soon have a few surprises to announce
to the fans who keep being more and
more numerous and loyal.”
"Syberia 3" is a multiplatform
adventure game, due in 2015.
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Created in 1985, Microïds is an international publisher of multi-platform video games based in Paris (France). Today, it represents Anuman
Interactive’s video game business in all its forms.
Managed by its creator Elliot Grassiano, Microïds keeps getting stronger and widens its large game catalogue with genres as varied as
adventure, management, simulation and action. Through its adaptations of iconic titles such as "Syberia" or "Amerzone" on new supports
or through its original creations ("Dracula 5: The Blood Legacy", "Haunted House Mysteries", "Monument Builders: Colosseum"…), today,

Microïds is present on PC, Mac, tablets as well as iOS and Android mobiles but also on Tizen (more than 20 titles are in progress), Xbox 360
or PS3 ("Syberia" 1 and 2).
Besides its heroes and heroines from original creations ("Syberia"’s Kate Walker, "Still Life"’s Victoria Mc Pherson…), Microïds also create
new titles including other characters or authors from other media (comic books, cinema, literature…) such as Garfield, Lucky Luke or Agatha
Christie.
Microïds is currently developing Syberia 3 scheduled for 2015, responding to many fans of this cult adventure game series (more than 3M
sold) who have been waiting for more than ten years.
For more informations, visit the Facebook Page www.facebook.com/microids, Twitter www.twitter.com/Microids_off or Pinterest
www.pinterest.com/microids.
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